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Nanosciences and nanotechnologies have opened a new era in
the field of devices and circuits based on new physical proper-
ties. Due to their impressive electrical, mechanical, and thermal
properties, currently carbon nanotubes are one of the most
promising topics for new devices and circuits. The microwave
and millimeterwave devices could benefit from these excep-
tional characteristics which exceed with order of magnitudes
similar properties of semiconductors or compound semicon-
ductors. For example, the carrier mobilities exceeding
104 cm2/V s are very appealing for a future generation of
devices and circuits operating beyond 100 GHz. Graphene –
a one-atom thick carbon nanomaterial which when rolled-up
via various chemical processes forms carbon nanotubes is
also a good candidate for FETs working well beyond 100 GHz.

The demand of ultrafast devices and circuits is high,
because according to Edholm law the need for larger band-
widths in wireless communications has doubled every 18
months over the last 25 years. This means that in a couple
of years in the wireless communications the transmission
and receiving data rates will exceed 10 GBs, meaning that
the carrier frequencies must be beyond 100 GHz.

The papers collected in this special issue reflect the above
demands. Carbon nanotube interconnects, fast switches,
absorbers, printed technologies, and FETs featuring high
cutoff frequencies are the key issues for the very important
challenges in the field of microwaves and wireless technol-
ogies. Three years ago, it was almost impossible to have a
special issue on the RF carbon nanotubes and graphene
devices, while today many research laboratories through
national, international, and European support have started
to design and fabricate microwave carbon nanotubes and gra-
phene devices and circuits. Significant scientific advances have
been achieved both at the material level and device and circuit
level that have translated to the emergence of a family of new
“nanodevices and nanocircuits” that is opening a new era
for the microwave community.
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